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                                I

    Motivational power of prophecy forms no inconsiderable theme in

texture of English literature． This theoretical view of the main stream of

English literature can readily be confirmed by the historical fact that almost

all the maj or English poets and writers express their deepest concern with

this theme． While the origin of their concern with this theme should be

considered to be attributable to the Biblical truth that “the tesrimony

of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy （Rev． 19 ：10），” the motives which stimulate

man to this particular． concern have been found grounded on scientific

truth of human nature revealed by experimental psychology in the recent

years．

    Prophecy has the strongest power to motivate man． Man cannot live

without hopeful anticipation of prophecy fulfillment because man cannot

outgrow the need for his hope for tomorrow． From this it may be aflirmed

that man is truly optimistic when he is motivated by the spirit of prophecy．

    Our traditional understanding of prophecy may be defined as the

foretelling of future event by prophet． The important aspect of this

traditional concept of prophecy is that prophecy is to be made by one person

（prophet） for some other person about the event he is going to face in future．

However， the more significant aspect of prophecy has been found recently

by psychologists' and sociologists as the ' 垂盾翌??to fulfi11 one's own expectancy

which he entertains for himselL

    Man's dominant motivational power is his hope for his own prophecy

fulfillment． A man's destiny is molded by his own “self-fulfilling pro一
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phecy，” Man desires tQ have his prophecy fulfilled because， it is agreed

by many psychological theorists，' man wants at'least a minimal］ stability，

consistency， order， or predictavility in his world．：． Man avoids suffe血g

from a painfu1 state of mind which psychology calls “congnition dis-

sonance，”@and． sepks stabilized state of mind which is termed “cognition

consonance．' This is in general agreement with the traditional “confiict”

theory．

    What is more important to man is not the obj ective （real） but the

subj ective （biased） truth， not ontologica'1 truth outside of himself， but

epistemological truth in himself． Man suffers more from conflict in

himself than from conflict with the outside world． What man needs most

is psychological unity in himself． So long as man is subject to his need for

psychololgical unity in hirnself， he is not free from his own bias or slant．

Bias per se is not either good or bad， but man tends to seek for bias only to

keep his own internal unity． This view of man's need of “bias” for his

internal unity has been established by two different channels of research in

psychology and sociology． Just as sociql bias entertained by the majority

in-groups against the minoriry out-group is ．a deception engendered from

measuring all the social values only by the maj ority's own “norms” to keep

their system of social institution in unity， so'the psychological bias

entertained by man in his expectancy to have his prediction fulfilled is

also a deception engendered from his desire to avoid cognition dissonanse

to keep his psychic system in Unity．

    If bias is a de'ception to keep unity in himself， expectation is also a

deception to keep unity in himself． Here， in this view of priority of man's

own internal relationship with himself to his external telationship with

outside world， is to． be found a reason to asstme that a man's own prophecy

to himself made in the monadic self-context has more self-motivating

power than other's prophecy about him made in the dyadic interpersonal，

context．

    From this scientific observation of man's relationship with himself

over others， a new insight wM be gained into the significance of our ortho一 '

dox view of man as free agent that makes his own decision in his free choice

of good and evil． Man is ．allowed to mold his own destiny for himself．
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Man himself is solely responsible for the action he has taken from his ethical

judgment in his． freedom of choice． The reverse of this ・statement is also

true that man can realize his anticipated goal of his life ifihe is sincerely true

to himself in his desire for his selfny-fulfillment． A truth that a prophecy

one makes for himself will eventually come true can be a valid and strong

-support for an optimistic view of life for our care-bit humanity．

    The development of experimental psychology in the recent years has

made it necessary to formulate the new technical term一“self-fulfilling

prophecy，，一一to explain and to e血ploy the theory that if one prophesies an

event the expectatidn of the event changes the behavior of the proptiet in

such a way as to make the prophesied event more likely because men

behave as they believe they are expected to behave．

    The coinage of this new word in modern psychology， howeyer， seems

to be an echo of the old idea to be found in the fable of Pygmalion in classical

mythology． ・ The Greeks were right when they believed that it was possible

for Pygmalion to fulfi11 his own prophecy to create and marry a woman

of his ideal beauty． Today， in our twentieth century； con fronted with the

complex problems of interpersonal relationships in a highly organized

society， man has found it necessary to have his Pygmalion once more in all

his places where he finds himself related to other people in social context．

    The central idea underlying the term of self-fulfilling prophecy， as

it has been found by behavioral scientists， is that ．one person's expectation

for another person's behavior can quite unwittingly become a more accurate

prediction simply for its having been made． This is not a new'idea， and

anecdotes and theories can be found that support its tenability， but the very

first study of this idea of self-fulfilling prophecy published under the title

of the specific term of self-fulfilling prophecy was done by sociologist，

R． K． Merton （1910一一・ ） in 1948 as an article for a periodical， which was

incorporated later， in 1957， in his book， Social Theory and Social Structure．

However， as it is explained by Merton， ・the germination of his idea of self-

fulfilling prophecy is to be traced baCk to the dean of American sociologists，

W． 1． Thomas 〈1863-1947）， who set forth a theorem basic to social science：

‘‘ hf men de舳e situations as rea1， they are real in their consequences．'，

    Much of the experimental evidence for the operation ．of interpersonal
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self一舐丘Iling prophecies colnes from a research program in which pro．

phecies or expectations were experimentally generated by psychological

experimenters in order to learn whether their prophecies would become

self-fulfilling． lt is evident that the study of the concept of self-fulfilling

prophecy has been rapidly developed in the past decade by many behavioral

scieptists， and its rapid program has culminated in the experimental achieve-

ments by social psychologist Robert Rosenthal of Harvard University．

' Rosenthal's experimental research wotks on the function of self-

fulfilling prophecy have been published in books and periodicals． ． As．，the

subject of'self-fulfilling prophecy studied by behavioral science is so vast

and complicated irt its sophistication that it is beyond my reach to express

in a simple and clear formula what it is， 1 am， quite as necessarily， indebted

to Rosenthal for the mateirals used in the ensuing pages t．o explain certain

outstanding features of the experimental evidences of the function of self-

fulfilling prophecy．

l
l

    It is unpleasant to have one's expectations' disconfirmed though a

windfall does not ordinarily lead to psychological depression． But， by and

large， people do not like to be wrong． This common-sense assertion is

supported by experimental evidence， evidence that is desirable because

from common sense alone we “know” too many things that are not true．

J． M． Carlsmith and E． Aronsop （Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology，

vol． 66， 1963） showed that when subjects were expecting to taste a bitter

substance but were given a sweet substance instead， the sweet tasted less

sweet． When they were expecting to taste a sweet substance but were

given the bitter， the・bitter was judged more bitter than usual． The every-

day analbgue of this experience 'is that occasional experience when one

mispercieves one delicate morsel for anQther． An unpleasant gustatory

experierice results from ingesting an unexpected food' item even when it

would normally rank high in one's hierarchy of food preferences．

    Aronson， Carlsmith， and D arley （Journal of AbnormaZ and Social-

Psychology， vol． 66， 1963） provided further experience by showing that
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subj ects sometimes prefe'r an' obj ectively more unpleasant task ove，r Qne

Which is more pleasant but unexpected． Subjects also seem to be more

satisfied with their task performance when they have done about as expected．

Aronson and Carlsmith （Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology， vol．

65， 1962） showed that subjects who performed poorly but expected to do

so seemed more satisfied than even those subjects who performed well

but had not expected to．

    Consistent with these findings is an experiment by O． J． Harvey and

W．：F．． blapp（ノ伽παZ of personality and Social．pSychology， voL 2．1965）

which found that when subj ects expected others to say nice things about

them they reacted more favorably to hearing nice than not-nice evaluations，．

This finding was not surprising． But， when subjects expected to'hear

unpleasant things said about them and subsequently did hear them said，

they reacted more favorably than when they expected unpleasant evaluations

but received pleasant ones instead．

    These studies were all done in the 1960's， but there had been some

preceding research experiments done a decade earlier in the 1950's establish-

ing the similar theory about the importance of the choice situation in

confiict． According to these preceding experiments， （for instance， see Jack

W． Brehn， “Post-decision Changes in the Desirability of AlteTnatives，”

“Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychchology， vol． 52， 195．6， or Judson

Mills，“Post-decision Expodure to Relevant Inform律tion，”ノ伽παZげ

Abnormal ana Social Psychology， vol． 54， 1957） a11 cognitiye elements

（items of information） that favor the chosen alternative are “conspnant，”

and・ all cognitive elements that favor the unchosen alternative are

“dissonant” with the choice behavior． The purchase' 盾?a new autornobile，

for example， is usually a rather important decision fQr a person． Consid-

erable dissonance should exist ． for a new car owner immediately after

he has bought his car； a11 good features of the makes he considered，

but did not buy， and bad features of the one he bought are now dissonant

with his ownership of the car． We should attempt to reduce this disso-

nance． Thus， after a decision persons tend to seek out，dissonance-reduc-

ing infbrmation， trying to． read advertisements of their own cars・more

often than those of cars which they considered but did not buy．
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    From all ．these studies about man's behavior in his responses to disd-

crepancy from expectancy， it appears that there may indeed be a measure of

pain in nature's unpredictability， even when nature's response has been

cordial； and that nature's unkindness may be-far easier to bear when it

hds been prophesied． There may be an evolutionary advantdge to this

state of affairs． lf， in the lohg run， man does not 1ike surprises too well，

that may foster the enterprise of．gaining greater understanding and there一'

fore greater control of nature． A greater understanding， of nature gives

greater power to control it or adapt to it， and then the potential surprises

can be reduced sti11 more． lf man has been able to survive better for

having been more accurate in his prophecies， then it seems reasonabel to

think that man has a tiested interest in predictive accuracy． Reassurance of

such accuracy may be more rewarding to man than some minor uhpre-

dictable boon of nature； In any case， it is agreed by many theorists

（See， for instances， Van Rensselaer， “Society and Science，” Science， vol．

146， 1964，' or Donald K． Adams， “Conflict and lntegration，”一JournaZ

of Personality， vol． 22， 1954） that man wants at least a minimal stability，

consistency， order， or predictability in his world．

    Apart from this bio-evolutionary view of man's concept of predicta-

bility value for survival， this theQry， it must be emphatically pointed out，

has paramount significance in the development of the whole scheme of the

idea of self-fulfilling prophecy． lt．provides the basic theoretical under-

standing of man's motivating desire for his prophecy fulfillment， leading

to the fundamental view of this' motivation theory as stemming historically

from the traditional “confiict” theory （avoidance of confiict） to the theory

of “reduction of dissonance．” This view of historical developmeqt一一一一avoid-

ance of conflict-D-reduction of dissonance．desire for prophecy fulfillment一一．

is very intereseing in view of the fact that man is basically more concerned

with the unity in himself than the multiplicity outside of himself， that is，

in other words， the epistemological unity （order） rather than ontological

multiplicity （disorder）．

    Though it was the sociologist Merton who drew heavily upon and

contributed greatly to' the concept of self-fulfilling' @prophecy in the，

1940's， the concept was applied hal．f a century earlier in a clinical context．
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Albert Moll in 1898 spoke specifically of clihical phenomena in which the

prophecy causes its' own fulfillment． He told of insoninia， nausea，

impotence and stammering all' coming about when their advent was most

expected． ．But his particular interest Was in the Phenomenon of hypnosis．

It was his belief that subjects behaved as they believed they were expected

to behave． Much later， in 1959， Martin Orne， （“The Nature Hypnosis；

Artifact and Essence，，，ノbπ7初Zげ∠4bnormal aitd Social PSychology，†ol．58，

1959） showed clearly and dramatically that Moll was right． Two

matched classes in introductory psychology were each given a lecture on

the subject of hypnosis． As part of the lecture there was a demonstration．

In one of the classes the hypnotic demonstration included three subjects

showing catalepsy or rigidity of their dominant hand． lf the subj ect

was right-handed the demonstration would show rigidity of his right

hand； if left-handed， then the rigidity．would seize the left． The other

classroom received essentially all the same information about hypnosis，

but there was 一no mention made， nor any demonstration， of the dominant

hand catalepsy． SubseqUently， nine subjects from each of the two classes

were hypnotized by an experimenter who did not know which lecture

the subjects had attended． Among the subj ects who did not expect

catalepsy of the dominant hand， none showed catalepsy of the dominant

hand alone． However， among the the subj ects who had learned that

“hypnosis implies dominant hand catalepsy” most of the subjects showed

just that．

    This study is not dealing specifically with the hypnotist's expectancy

as an unintended determinant of the subj ect's response． lt was more a

case of the subj ect's expectancy as a determinant of his own response．

     Similar case of expectancy is reported by Gordon Allport（ノ'ournal of

Religion ahd rrealth， vol． 4． 1964-1965）． Allport described one patient，

dying of an unknown illness． The at．tending physicians told him．quite

frankly that he could not expect to be cured since the diagnosis was

unknown． The only hope they offered him was that a distinguished

diagnostician had been called in and was soon to give his expert opinion．

The specialist arrived but needed only a little time to reach his con・d

clusion． To the physicians in attendance and almost out of the patient's
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earshot he pronounced‘‘moribundus．，， After some years， the patient，

who did not die called on the specialist to report on his good health and

to血ank止e physician fbr saving his life． The ex-patient explained how

the medica1．staff had told him that he could be cured only if the disease

could be diagnosed． Therefore， he explained， he knew'that he would

recover as soon as he heard the consultant，s diagnosis of‘‘moribundus．，，

    In Allport，s anecdote there is something of a pqradox． The staff

and the patient expected that if a diagnosis could be made the patient could

be cured． The diagnosis was rnade and the patient was cured although the

diagnosis was itself a prophecy fbr incurability． Such anecdotes by

themselves cannot be regarded as strong evidence fbr the operation of

expectancy effects or of prophecies self-fulfilled． Such anecdot6s are，

however， supported by the results of more formal inv：estigations intoぬe

effects of the placebo in medical pracρice．

    Arthur Shapiro（Behawioral Science， vo1．5，1960）， in his excellent

review of the history．of the placebo effect， points out that until very

recently， perhaps the Iate nineteenth century， virtually all medical treat＿

ment was tr6atment by placebo． Treatments worked， though， as evi-

denced by the high esteem in which even physicians of long ago were held．

Shapiro tells how．well they worked．．In 1794， Professor Ranieri Gerbi of

Pisa devised a cure fbr toothache guaranteed to prevent recurrence fbr a

full year． Aparticular worrn was required， curqulio幽antiodontdligions by

name， which was cru＄hed between the thumb and fbre丘nger of the'right

hand． The丘ngers were then applied to the painfUI tooth． In order

to establish the scientific validity of this cure， an investigatory body was

convened in order to assess the e伍cacy of the treatment． The commission's

inquiry revealed that 68・5 percent of the hundreds of toothaches investi一
                    ゴ 

gated yielded immediately to the power of the worm、       '

    Modern rnedicine is vastly血ore sophistic翫ted though it has been

observed that new．drugs always seem most eflicacious early in their career，

10sing sorne of the量r therapeutic potency with the passage of t㎞e． This

phehomenon，「like the operation of placebo effects in general， can．be pattial-

1y understood in terms of the healer's expectation fbr the e伍cacy of the

preparation． When a new durg comes onto the market， the皐dvantage and
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eflicacy well-publicized， the doctor might say to the patient： “Hete is a

new drug， bne not available yesterday， which has been shown to be effective'

一for just your medical condition．” The voice in which this is said is

enthusiastic． Another patient is told by another physician who， perhaps

in a more matter-of-fact， even tentative， tone of voice， says： “Here is a

farly new drug which has been sometimes usefu1 in the treatment of your

condition．” While sPeaking， he may have in mind the research， which

shows most of the efficacy of the new drug to be in the mind of the p atient

and， perhap s， in the mihd of the ，physici an ． This knowledge may materi ally

reduce the eMcacy of the drug． lt would seem to be quite 1ikely that the

first patient would be more benefitted than the second patient． New drugs

become less effective over time because the healer's doubts about the drug

increase． These doubts， which are communicated to the patient， tend to

increase as less favorable research reports become available．

    Sometimes it is not therapeutic potencY， or “undesirable side effects．”

Gregory Pincus （Seience， vol． 153， 1966） of the Worcester Foundation for

Experimental Biology gives the details and shows that the reported side

effects of oral contraceptives are probably．placebo effects． He empioyed

three groups of women． One group was given the oral contraceptive with

usual warnings that there might be undesirable side effects． A second

group was given a placebo instead of the real contraceptive， but was also

given the usual warnings． These two groups of women were asked to

continue using their usual mode of contraception・throughout the course of

the experiment． The third group of women was given the oral contracep一・

tive but was not given the usual warnings to watch for u'ndesirable side

effects．一 Reactions of nausea， vomiting， headache， vertigo， gastrolgia，

and．malaise occured、abo叫6percent of the time among the women who

had not been led to expect side effects． In both groups in which the

wQmen had been warned'about side effects they occured about three times

that often． The women who received the placebo with warning showed

about the same degree of side effects as the women Who received the teal

drug with warning． When the symptom considered was amenorrhea，

the side effect occured three times more often when the placebo was

administered than when the drug was administered with the usual warning．
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When the drug was administered without the usual cautions， amenorrhea

did not occur at' @all． Oral contraceptives， are・ “real'？ chemicals that no

doubt perform thgir functions without much assistance from the ex-

pectation of the patient or of the physician．， But as it is learned from

Pincus' research， the alleged side effects can hardly be attributed to the

specific effects of the drug． ln Shapiro， there is considerable amount of

，evidence to show that 'an almost limitless number of side effects can ． be

foulld whe血only the pharmacologica11y血active placebo has been pr6-

scribed． The research dealing with placebo effectS suggeSts止e wisdo血

of that physician who admonished： “Treat as manY patients as ． possible

with the new drugs while they still have the power tb heal．”・ （Refer to

David Rosenthal and Jerome D． Frank， “Psychotherapy and the 一Placebo

Effect，” Psychological Bulletin， yol． S 3， 1956）．

    In most of the discussions so far， the emphasis haS been on．a single

prophet， the hypnotist， the psychotherapist， the physician． Soemtimes

it is less easy and less usefu1 to think of the． prophecy of a specific healer

when， many healers are involved as in the rehabilitatiQn treatment of a given

patlent．

    There is an experiment in which the entire staff of，a hospital was led

to believe that a new tranquilizer or a new energizing drug was being

introduced into the hospital． Actually the new drug was a placebo， but

．only the hospital director and the experimenters・．were aware of that． The

drug was found very effective in patient treatment． ' At the very・ least，

staff prophecies or expectancies can effect their 一perception of patient

improvement； very likely staff prophecies can． also affect patient's actual

，improvement （Jack Zusman， “Some Explanations of the Changing Appear．

．a；nces of Psychotic Patients，，，1勿彦ernationalノ∂z〃naZ．げPs：ソ。畑島7ッ， vol．3，

1967）．

    Behavioral scientists are said to be so self-conscious about their science

making that orie day there wi ll b e a science of those scientists who study

scientists． The social situation that comes about when a behayioral

scientist meets his research subject is a situation of general and unique

imp ortance． The' №?獅?窒≠?importance derives from the fact that the

． interaction of investigator and subj ect， like any other two・一party interaction，
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can be investigated empirically so that more abou two party interactions in

general may be learned． The unique importance deri'ves from the fact

that the interaction of investigator and subj ect， quite unlike any other

two-party interaction， is the surce of so much of what is called human

behavior．

    Serveral aspects of the interaction between investigator and

subj ect have b een examined， and a summary of many of the findings is

available elsewhere． We are concerned with only one aspect of the investi-

gator-subj ect interaction， the effect on ．the subj ect's behavior of the in-

vestigator's hypothesis or prophecy about the subj ect's behavior． Some

such hypothesis or prophecy about the subject's behavior is virtually

guaranteed． Behavioral scientists， like other scientists， would not conduct

research at all if they did not have some expectation or proPhecy about the

result． Even in those more loosely planned investigations sometimes

called “fishing expeditions” the expectations or prophecies of the scientist

are reflected in the' @selection of the entire pool of variables chosen for study．

Scientific “fishing expeditions，” like real ones， do not take place in randomly

selected pools．

    One of the earliest studies deliberately creating ・differential expect-

ancies in interviewers was 'that conducted by S． M．' Harvey （British

Journal of Psychology， vol． 28， 1937-1938）． Each of six b oys was in-

terviewed by each of five young undergraduates． The boys were to report

to the interviewers on a story they had been giVen to read， and the inter-

viewers were to use these reports to forrn inipressions of the boys'

characters． Each interviewer'was given some contrived information ab out

・the boys' reliability， sociability， and stability， but told not to regard these

data in assessing the boys． The results of standardized questions asked

by the interviewers at the conclusion of the study suggested that biases

of assessment occurred even without interviewers' awareness and qespite

conscious resistance to bias， Harvey felt that the interviewers' bias

evoked a certain attitude toward the boys which in turn determined

the behavior to be expected as well as ・the interpretation given to that

behavior． We cannot be sure that subjects' responses were actually

altered by interviesiver expectancies． The possibility， hoWever， is too
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provocative to overlook．

    Most of the evidence presented to show the occurrence of interpersonal，

self-fulfilling prophecies has so far been anecdotal or only a little stronger．

The series of experiments begun by Stanton and Baker （Sociomctry， vol． 5・，

1942）， in which the experimenters were led to expect different replies from

their subj ects， provide stronger evidence than most of the research presented

so far． In most of that research what was shown was that an interpersonal

prophecy about．another's behavior was accurate． But' such accuracy

could come ab out in different ways． To show that a prophecy is accurate

does not neceSsarily show that the prophecy led to its own accuracy． The

prophecy that the sun will rise is not the effective agent in bringing on the

dawn． When a prophecy is based on the prior observation of the eyent

prophesied， the prophecy is， in a sense， “contaminated by reality．” The

prop hecy itself may or may not play a role in its own fulfillment．

    When a physician predicts a patient's improvement， we cannot say

whether the doctor is giving a sophisticated prognosis or whether the

patient's improvement is based in part on the optimism engendered by the

physician's prophecy． lf school children perform poorly， it might be that

；he teacher's prophecy is accurate because it is based on knowledge of past

performance， or it might be accurate because it is self-fulfilling． ln order

to disentangle the self-fulfilling nature of a prophecy from its non-self-

fulfilling but accurate nature， exp eriments are required in which only

the prophecy is varied experimentally， uncontaminated by the past

observations of the events prophesied． That was the intent of the

experiments conducted by Rosenthal （Emperimenter Effects in Behavioral

Research）． They were part of the research program specifically designed

to investigate the selffulfilling effects of a psychological experimenter's

hypothesis or prophecy． ln the first experiment， ten advanced under-

graduate and graduate students of psychology served as experimenters．

Each student-experimenter was assigned as his subjects a group of about

twenty students of introductorY psychology． The experimental procedure，

was for the experimenter to show a series of ten photographs of people's

faces to each of his subj ects individually． The subj ect was to rate the

degree of success or failure shown in the face of each person pictured in
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the photos， Each face could be rated as any value from一一10 to 十10

with-10 meaning extreme fai'lute and 十10meaning extreme success． The

ten photos had been selected so that， on the average， they could be seen

as neither successfu1 nor unsuccessfu1， but quite neutral， with an average

numerical score of zero． All experimenters were given identical instructi-

ons onhow to show the phot' 盾№窒≠垂??to their subj ects； all were given iden-

tical instructions to read to their subj ects， and a11 were cautioned not to

deviate firom their instructions． The purpose of their p articipation， it was

explained to all experimenters， was to see how well they could duplicate

experimental results which were already 'well-extablished． Half the

experimenters were told that the “well-established” finding was that

peopel generally rated the photos as successful （ratings of 十5）， and half

the exerimenters were told that people generally rated the photos as

unsuccessfu1 （ratings of 一5）． Then the experimenters conducted their

research． The result was clear． Every experimenter who had been led

to expect ratings of people as successfu1 obtained a higher average

rating of success than did any experimenter expecting ratings of people

as less successfUl． Such clear-cut results are not common in behavioral

research， so two replications were conducted． Both these ． subsequent

experiments gave the same result； experimenters tended to obtain the”

一data they expected to obatain．

    Arecent experiment by SJ． Marwit and J． E． Marcia（ノ伽παZ（ゾ

Consulting Psycholo．cry， vol． 31， 1967） was designed to test the． hyp othesis

that the number of responses given by a subject to a series of inkblots was

a function of the examiner's expectation． Thirty-six undergraduate

students enrolled in a course in experimenta1 psychology served as the

examiners． Their task was to administer an inkblot test to a total of鉦ty．

three students enrolled in an introductory psychology course． Some of

the examiners prophesied many responses from their subjects either on the

basis of their own hypotheses or because of the principal investigator's

hypothesis． The remaining examiners prophesied few responses from

their subj ects either because that was their oWn hypothesis or because

that was the principal investigator's hypothesis． The result showed that

the source of the hypothesis made no difference． Examiners prophesying
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greater response productivity obtained 54 percent more responses than did

examiners prophesying fewer responses． Both in terms of the statistical

significance and in terms of the magnitude of the test， it can b e concluded

that an examiner's prophecy may be a significant determinant of his subj ect's

productivity in responding to an inkblot stimulus．

    In another recent experiment， Masling （Journal ofConsultin' g Psycho-

Zogy， vol． 29， 1965） led half his examinerS to believe that relatively more

human than animal perdepts should be obtained from their subj e cts in

inkblot tests． The remaining examiners were led to believe that． relatively

more animal than human percepts should be obtained from their subj ects．

This latter group， it turned out， obtained a ratio of animal to human per-

cepts which was 33 percent higher than that obtained by examiners looking

for relatively more human percepts in their subj ects' response． From the

two experiments described， it seems that at least the．interpretation of

inkblots can be determined in part by the expectancy of the examiner who

administers the task．

    The analysis of subj ects' ratings of their examiner's behavior show

that the subjects' responses are more directly related to examiner's behavior．

When the examiners behave more warmly toward their subj ects， the IQ

scOres obtained are many points higher than when，they behave more coolly

toward their subjects． There is the dramatic results reported by E． L．

Sacks （Journal of Abnormal and SociaZ Psybhology， vol． 47， 1952） in which

more warmly treated nursery school children showed a net profit of nearly

ten I Q points relative to more indifferently treated children．

    There are other results of research reported， but in summarizing these，

it would seem that at least sometimes a subj ect's performance of an intel-

lectual task may be unintentionally determined by the prophecy of the

examiners． Perhaps it is appropriate to stress the unintentional aspect

of self-fulfilling prophecy since in those experiments deScribed， the

examiners and experimenters tried hard to avoid having their prophecies

affect their sybj ects' p erformance．

    From what has been learried from research employing different

manners of treatment of the subj ects in their IQ test， it seems that

those that are expected to perform competently do so while those
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expected to perform incompetently tend also to perform as prophesied．

This principle was applied by Rosenthal to his experiments with kin-

dergarten-fifth grade children．

    When certain things are known or believed about a pupil， other things

about hirn， true things or not， are加plied． That is nothing more than

the so-called halo effect． When one ”knows” a child is bright， his b ehavior

is evaluated as of higher intellectual quality than is the very same behavior

shown by a child ”known” to be dull． Such halo effects so often occur in

the education of childreh that it has often been suggested that children from

minority groups， particularly dark-skinned groups， are especially likely

to suffer the 'disadvantage of unfavorable halo effects．

    Rosenthal's experiment was to try out this halo effects （Psychological

RepQrts． vol． 19，' P966）． Kindergarten through fifth-gtade pupils in

a， co-operating school in San Francisco were given a “new test of learning

ability．” The following September， after the tests were “graded，” the

teachers・'were casually' №奄魔??the names of five or six children in each nevv'

class who were designated as “spurters” possessing exceptional learning

ability． What the teachers didn't know was that the names had been

picked in advance of the tests on ・a completely random basis． ． The

difference between the chosien few and the other children existed only in

the minds of the teachers． The same tests taken at the end of the

school year revealed that 'the spurters had actuallY soared far ahead of

the other children， gaining as many as 15 to 27 IQ points． Their

teachers described them as happier than the other children， more

curioUs， more afi；ectionate and having a better chance of being success-

ful in later life．

    The only change had been one of 'attitudes・． Because the teachers

had been led to expect more of certain students， those children came to

expect more of themselves． The explanation probably lies in the subtle

interaction between teacher and pupils． Tone of voice， facial'expressions，

touch and posture may be the means by which-often unwittingly-she

communicates'her expectations to her pupils． Such communication

may help a child by changing his perception of himself．

    Brief as it is l this summary of the scientitic investigations of the func一
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tion of self-fulfilling prophecy will saMce to show what it is， but as the

subj ect is too vast and complicately sophisticated to be treated here in its

whole scope， 1 have restricted myself to drowing upon the materia1s pro-

Vided by Robert Rosenthal i'n so far as they have a bearing on the subj ect

for血y present purpose．

皿

    From reading all 'these materials shown here from scientific investi-

gations， it is plain that central theme is the prime importance of the function

of e' ?垂?モ狽≠獅モ?bias一一一experimenter's hypothesis or prophecy． lt must be

pointed out， with special emphasis， that the historical development of the

idea of self-fulfilling prophecy can be traced back to the interest in this

specific psychological phenomena of experimenter's bias． lt is quite

natural that the idea of self-fulfilling prophecy is closely connected with

the study of the consequences of experimenter's bias （prophecy）， for the

effects of expectancy of a particular person， experimenter， on the behavior

of a specific other， the subj ect， may have considerable generality for other

social relationships．

    In this view of the germination and the subsequent development of the

idea of‘‘bias，， as the．1）asis of self-fulfi丘ling prophecy， it is㎞portan℃to
              s

note that it was the sociologists， and not the psychologists， that first noticed

the significance of the working of self-fulfilling prophecy as the powerful

determinant influence upon various aspects of social phenorpena． Only

recently in the 1960，s， the interest in self-fu脆11ing prophecy was succeeded

by the psychologists and was serious，ly taken up as the obj ect of their study

of the interpersonal reaction between the experithenter and his subj ect．

    In observing this evolutionary transition of the study．of self-fulfilling

prophecy from sociologist's theoretical approach to psychologist's experi-

mental approach it must be noted that while the sociologist's theory was

formulated by the results of thei'r observation of actual social phenomena

the empirical reality of the concept of self-fulfilling prophecy was

established by the psychologists from the artifact generated in laboratory

settings， not from the observations of people's behavior in the actual social
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settings， The law of expectahcy as experimenta11y generated artifice by

psychologists is not necessarily．implicated with the inspirational power

to motivate people， but the theory formulated by socio1ogists about

self-fulfilling prophecy is implicated．with so血e． ?撃?高?獅狽?of inspirational

power to pnotivate people for the higher achievements in their activities in

asocial cQntext．

    In connection with this comparative view of self-fUlfilling prophecy

by the sociologists and the psychologists， it must be pointed out that both

of them alike， sociologists and psychologists， started their study of self-

fulfilling．垂窒盾垂??モ?with their initial interest ill the effect of what is termed

as the observer，s bias． Sociologists， as best exam［plified in the case of R．K．

Merton for his study of racial prejudice against the Semitic people in

America， was丘rst directed to the study of self-fulfilling prophecy by the

social phenomena caused by the effect of bias erroneously held by the

m｛麺ority against the minority． Psychologists， as best shown in the various

experiments described in the materials exhibited for our present purpose，

                            しwere first directed to the study of self-fulfilling prophecy by the behavioral

phenomena caused by the effects of bias unwittingly held by the

experimenter about his subject． The only difference is in the fact that

the sociologist found the bias among the people in the actual society while
，h。 p、y。h。1。gi、t．f。und i，血t農。xperi＿，。11。b、。。，。，y i、。1。，，d fr。m

the actual social context． With all this dichotomous difference in the

way of approach in the historical development of the study of self-fu1一

丘lling Prophecy， the study of this idea by the bahvioral sciences is finally

directed to go beyond the laboratory to the actual society as the behav＿

ioral sciences basically occupy themselves with the behavior of men

as s・ci・l b・ing・・．Thi・perspecti・・vi・w・f the ev・1uti・n・・y d・v・1・P-

ment of the study of self fulfilling prophecy is best illustrated in the

work of Harvard psychologist， Robert Rosentha1（1933一  ）， the best

rePuted exponent of the s姻y of＝self-fUlfilling・prophecy．
                         …

    As indicated by his name， he is a Jew， born in Hitler's Germ．any， which

he left in 1938， and came to America where he studied psych610gy， receiving．

his Ph．D from UC：LA in 1956． As he indicated in his book， he became

interested in the study of the Iaw of e琴pectancy working as self-fulfilling
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prophecy by reading Merton's study of self：fulfilling prophecy （1948）

in which the nature of the racial prejudice-against the Jewish people in

America wa＄ studied from the sociological principles of bias effects． As a

psychologist in the field of behavioral research， he conducted numerous

experiments in laboratory settings succeeding in establishing the validity

of the law of expectancy functioning as self-fulfilling prophecy． Assured

of its validity in the laboratory settings， Rosenthal went beyond the'labor'a一 ，

tory to try out his theory in actual classrooms， and succeeded to prove the

reality of self-fulfilling prophecy in the rezi1 social context of the

education of children．

     It must be remembered that the study of self一舳lfilling prophecy was

first started by the sociologist in his research into the sociological phenomena

engendered by the effects of bi as held by the majority which Merton

specifically termed as “in-groups” against the minority specifically termed

as “out-groups． ・ Bias meanspreoccupation or prejudice， but it must not

be taken as a notion whose effects work only toward the negative direction．

It also works toward the p ositive direction． To a lover's fond eyes， a

pockmark will appear to be a dimple as he was blinded （biased） to all

imperfections． Blinded as it may be， love is never failing as the greatest

theme of． literature and life． It is a great mysterious power o£ bias from

which no one 一is exempt， and everyone， at certain times of his life， must run

the race of Atalanta for life's prize．

    In this view of bias as the source of the theme of self-fulfilling pro-

phecy it is interesting to note here that G．B． Shaw in his Pygmalion （Act IV），

made his Liza to say，'“一一一You see， really and truly， apart from the

things anyone can pick up （the dressing and the proper way of' speaking，

and so on） the difference between a lady and a flower girl is not how she

behaves， but how she's treated． 1 sha11 always be a flower girl to Professor

Higgins， because he always treats me as a flower girl and always will； but

I know 1 can be a lady to you， because ' 凾盾?always treat me as a lady， and

always will．”

    Bias is a deceptive notion that leads a man away from the truth or

reality， working in a way either toward good or bad effect for him． The

concept of self-fulfilling prophecy， from the historical view point， is a
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defivative of the larger concept of bias， and as such， it is， in its essential

nature， a notion to deceiヤe． With thiS deceptive power， self-fulfilling

prophecy， just as1 bias works in a way either good‘or bad for man， works

fbr man either in right or wrong way． If yGu expect a boy to achieve a

higher intellectual performance in his classroom， he Won，t disappoint you，

but if you expect a boy to stea1， he won，t disappoint you， either． Robert

Burns， famous work，‘‘The Cotter，s Saturday Night，，， has been one of the

strongest driving fbrces in the whole movement of English Romanticism

because the power of self-fu1丘lling prophecy is used in the right way of

expectation for the' cotter，s hope of future fbr his children． The true

                                    ま
romantic spirit of hope is expressed in the optinal degree of trust between

parents and children when：Burns places his thematic basis in the following

two lines：

'

The parents partial eye their hopefu1 years；

Anticipation forward points the view； （Stanza V）

It is all up to you which way the power of self-fulfilling prophecy shall

work fbr you． When the powerful function of self-fulfilling pr6phecy

works in the wrong way， it sometimes makes a‘‘suicidal prophecy．，，

 Sucidal prophecy is just the same as self-fulfillment， but differs in that it

goes to the extre］mely negative way． ：For instance， Shakespeare，s Macbeth

is designed on the fu1且llment of the prophecy made by the three witches

on the heath， but when fulfilIed， it prQves sucida1． The same thing can

 be said about King「Z，ear．

                            ロ
     Rosenthal， in his right way of expectation， succeeded to prove that

teacher，s positive（good）expectation for her pupils， intellectual performance

resulted in a remarkable IQ again in the pupi1， but he had to confess he had

「to decide， on ethical grounds， to test only the proposition that favorable

 （good）expectations by teachers could lead to an increase in intellectual

competence． He could not attempt to carry an experiment to see if the

unfavorable（bad）expectations make a dull boy more dullard． Here is

this point of ethical implications that the psychological study of self一

舳1filling Prophecy from the standpoint of behavioral sciences goes back to

the original study by the sociologist done from the standpoint of rese．arch
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in humanity as social being in actual society．

    Man's deepest concern with the effect of-self-fulfilling prophecy work-

ing either for good or bad has been ineradicablly imprinted in centuries

'old proverbs and adages． Following examples may be cited：

●

1

II．

III．

  IV．

  v．

 VI．

VII．

VIII．

 IX．

x．

XI．

XII．

XIII．

ロ
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
コ

膿
㎜

    Nb maii is free from h

good or bad．

in man's dyad

the determinant power in a ch

to himself．

motivational potency for a man in his relationship with hi

The pig dreams of acorns， the gooze of maize． （Kaho wa nete

mate）

Coming events cast their shadoWs before． （lchiyo chitte' tenka

no aki wo shiru）

Talk of the devil and he will appear． （Uwasao sure ba kage

toyara） ．
Talk of an angel and you'11 hear his wings． ' （ditto）

To mention a wolf's name is to see the same． （Kabe ni mimiari）

Wall have ears． （ditto）

There is many a trug tale told in jest． （Uso kara deta makoto）

Curses come home to roost． （Hito wo norowaba ana futatsu）

Every lover sees a thousand graces in the beloved obj ect． （Hbrete ＋

mita meniwa abatamo ekubo）

Faith can move mountains． （Omoo shinnen iwa omo tosu）

As you sow， sb you will reap． （Urino tsuruniwa nasu naranu or

'Mikara deta sabi）

Every man is the architect of his own fortune． （Zenin zenka

akuin akka）

Everything come to those who wait． （Mateba kairo no hiyori

ari）

Fortune comes in by a merry gate． （Warau kado niwa fuku kitaru）

Honesty is the best policy． （Shojiki no kobe ni kami yadoru）

The mills of God grind slowly． （Tennio kaikai sonishite mora一

'sazu）

                is own bias or slant． Bias per se is not either

     Self-fulfilling prophecy is not only' the determinant ， power

     ic interpersonal reaction， but alSo， and more significantly，

                   oice in freedom in mari's 'monadic reaction

    Here lies the importance of self-fulfilling prophecy as the

                                           mself．
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From s㎜arセing the preceding丘蜘gs about self-ful丘11ing pro-

phecy we may take it as demonstrated that man's real motivational potency

is to be found in his expectancy effect in his relationship with himself，

rather than with other persons． In this view of the aspect of the power of

law of expectancy， it is a matter of great interest that the power of self一

興1丘11ing'prophecy had a great part to play in the formulation and the

subsequent prevalence of the philosophical theories of the four greatest

thinkers of our modern time．

    The basis of the progYess of human civilization is the shifting modi-

fication of man's outlook on man himself-man's concept of his own

human nature． The most imp ortant thinkers who have radically altered

prevailing views of human nature， bringing in， thereby， the bases of the

new civilization of our modern time， are Charles D arwin （1809-1882），'

Karl Marx （1818-1883）， Friedrich Nietzsche （1844-1900）， and Sigmund

Freud （1856-1939）．

    All these four great thinkers are the product of the nineteenth century，

and for this'reason alone， our own civilization of the twentieth century can

be said to have been born and molded in the nineteenth century as the

anti-thesis to the civilization of the eighteenth century．

    As ably remarked by C． F． Harrold in English Prose of the Victorian

Era， the eighteenth century， enanored of a fixed and mathematical universe，

was satisfied with what it was； the nineteenth century， aware of mighty

process throughout all nature and human history， was interested in what it

was becoming． Based upon the hypothesis of evolution， the idea of

growth and process became the master-key．

    Those with this new outlook on man and his universe from the basis

of growth and process are often classified as Romantics． They exalted

individuality，丘eedom of self-development， disregard of convention， self」

reliance． This was， in part， the mes'sage-of such men as Goethe， Fichte，

and Friedriche S chlegel in Germany， of Coleridge and Carlyle in England，

of Emerson in America． Their conceptions of history， nature， activity，
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reason， great men， and civilization as growth and process tnade a tremendous

．appeal to the nineteenth century． 一This new dynamic view of man is best

exemplified in Thomas Carlye of England． ln Carlyle are discernible

the strong infigences of German idealism of Kant， Fichte， S chelling and

Goethe． Much in the thought of Goethe had， for Carlyle？ a substantial

similarity with some of the principles in the ethical idealism of Fichte．

Both men had preached the doctrine of work， of the development of one's

real self． The secret of' living is dynamic growth “The man is the spirit

he worked in，” said Carlyle in Sartor Resartus； “Not what he did but what

he became．” The whole nineteenth century thrilled to ideal， and saw its

expressioh not only in CarlYle's words but also in the words of Browhing's

Rabbi ' aen Ezra：

What 1 aspired to be， and was not， comforts me．

    The idea of exaltation of men's becoming added its weight to ．the

growing faith in the individualism， with its exaltation of faith in the primacy

of the一 individual，一thus forming the fundamental principles of modern

civilization-the evolutionary idea and individualism． lt is this idea of

individuality and its growth that constitutes the core concept for the range

of ideas of these four great thinkers， Da'rwin， Marx， Nigtzsche， and Freud

who have achieved the greatest modifications of the view of human nature

as the basis of the civilization of our time．

    In this view of the philosophical theories of these great thinkers as the

predominant forces to achieve the culmination of the modern view of

human nature， it is a matter of great interest that the concept of self-

fulfilling prophecy as the power of personal motivation with its exalted

faith in the primacy of the indidividual and in his growth is considered as

one of the culminating points of the tradition of Western philosophy．

    Because of this parallel view of modern idea of human nature as

expounded by these four great thinkers from their dominant view of

individuality and its growth and the idea of' self-fulfilling prophecy as the

power of personql motivation as one of the culminating points of the

tradition of Western philosophy， it is necessary to see the main characteristic

of the tradition of Western philosophy as the preliminary to the discussions
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as to what part was played by self-fufiiling prophecy f6r the formulation

and the subsequent preValence of the philosophical theories of these four

great modern thinkers．

    The most fundamentals of the group of ideas of “becoming” or

“growth” which is the underlying force of modern view of hurnan

hature and which，， as well， is the underlying force of the concept of

self-fulfilling prophecy as the power of personal motivation appears first

in' 狽?U philosophy of Plato． With this regard to the geneSis of its

fundamental idea in Greek philosophy， the concept of self-fulfilling

prophecy as the power of personal motivation can be considered as one

of the culminating points in the ramification of the development of

European philosophy． The most fundamental aspect of the concept

of self-fulfilling prophecy might therefore serve as one of the illustrations

of a celebrated remark of professor White head's， that “The safest general

characeraization of the European philosophical tradition is that it consists

in a series of footnotes．to Plato．”

    As expertly pointed out and explained by Professor Lovejoy in his

The Great Chain of Bein' g， there are two conflicting maj or strains in Plato

and in the Platonic tradition． Plato's infiuence upon later generations

worked in two opposite directions stemming from these conflicting strains．

In the famous myth of the cave in the seventh book of The Republic， Plato

likened the ordinary person to a man sitting in a cave looking at a wall on

which he sees nothing but the shadows of the real things that are behind

his back， and he likened the philosopher to a man who has got out in the

oPen and seen the real world ofthe ldeas． The cleavage of these conflicting

strains' 奄?what is called othervgrorldliness and thisworldliness． Other-

worldliness is the belief that both the genuinely real and truly good are

radically antithetic in their essential characteristics to anything to be found

in paan's natural life， in the ordinary course of human experience， however

normal， however intelligent and hovL'ever successful． The world we now

and here know-various， mutable， a perpetual fiux of states and relations

of things， or an ever shifting phantasmagonia of thoughts and sensations，

each of them lasping into nonentity in the very moment of its birth-seems

to the otherworldly minded to have no substance in it． The obj ect of
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sense and even of empirical scientific knowledge are unstable， contingent，

'forever breaking down logicallY into mere relations to other things which，

when scrutinized， prove equally relative a4d elusive． Our judgments

'concerhing them' have seemed to many philosophers of many races and

ages to lead us inevitably into more quagmires of confusion and contradic一一

tion．

    But the human will， as conceived by otherworldly philosophers， not

only seeks but is capable of finding some final， fixed， immutable， intrinsic，

perfectly satisfying good， as the human reason seeks， and can find， some

stable， definitive， coherent， self-contained， and self-explanatory object of

contemplation． Not， however， in this world is either to be found， but

only in a “higher” realm of being differing in its essential nature from the

lower． That other world is the丘nal goal of the philosophic quest and the

sole region in which either the intellect or the heart of man， ceasing to

pursue shadows， can find rest．

    Such is the general creed of otherwordly philosophy． lt is in the

-light of this primary antithesis of otherworldliness and thisworldliness

that the dual role of Plato in the tradition of Western thought can best be

understood．

    The most noteworthy consequences of the persistent infiuence of

Platonism was that throughout the greater part of its history， Western

re1igion in its more philosophic forms， has had two gods． The two were，

indeed， identified as one being with two aspects． The one was the absolute

of otherworldliness-self-suMcient， 6ut-of-time， alien to the catagories of

ordinary human thought and experience， needing no world of lesser beings

to supplement or enhance his own eternal self-contained perfection． The

other was a god who emphatically was not self-sufficient 'not， in any philoso-

phical sense， “absolute，” one whose essentia1 nature required the existence

of other beings， and not of one kind of these． only but of all kinds which

could find ，a place in the descending scale of the possibilities of reality-a

god whose prime attitude was generativeness， whose manifestation was

to be found in the diversity of creatures and therefore in the temporal

order and the manifold spectacle of nature's process．

    The idea of evolutionary development of our modern time finds its
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genesis in this concept of g6d whose attributes and manifestations are to

be found in the descending scale of great chain of beings． lts influence

is so 一formidable that all these four great thinkers， of our mpdern time

find the core of their ideas in the application of the concept of this not-

self-suMcient and not-absolute god of thisworldliness， whose nature

requires the existence of other beings and whose manifestation is found

in the temporal order of nature's processes．

    Because of their basic position， the molding ideas of the four great

thinkers are antithetic to the traditional concept of Christian God， and

because' of their fundamental position their ideas are of thisworldliness，

leading them further and further to the realm of naturalism， secularism，

materialism， and atheism． Thus the outcome of their primary antithesis

in the tradition of Western philosophy is seen today in the confrontation

between the idealism of the free world and the materialism of the com-

munist world．

    The idea of self-fulfilling prophecy as the power of personal motiVation

is one of the ¢ulminating points of the Western philosophy， as in it the

basic two conflicting strains of the otherworldliness and thisworldliness

of the tradition of the Western philosophy is unified． lt is the idea funda-

mentally based on血e concept of growth and becornillg of the individual

（thisworldliness）， but in its deepest sense， it is based on the idealistic

aspiration for the pQssibility of 'the world higher than the reality of this

actual world （otherworldliness）．

    But before going into the examinatidn of the workings of the power

of self-fulfilling prophecy in' the formation and the subsequent prevalence

of the philosophies of these four great ，modern thinkgrs， let uss ee the signif一・

icant p oint of the works of these four thinkers in the light of the great

tradition of the primary antithesis in Western phi，losophy．

    The theory of evolution had long been advocated before Charles

Darwin， by some French speculative philosophers （Montesquieu， Mauper-

tius， D；'derot）， by Darwin's grandfather Erasmus Darwin， and by Lamarck．

But their neglecting to provide evidence for evolution led other scientists

to rej ect their evolutionary theories． Darwin was the first to provide

adequate evidence for evolution and to expalin how the process of natural
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丘rst book， The BirthげTragedy， Nietzsche ac㎞owledged the Greek，s

egenius Of measure， restraint， and harmony which he．called ．“the

Apollonian”； but he argued that one must not ignore “the Dionysian．”

     His mission and the image of his spirit was the 'glorification of power．

He believed that all Jife evidences a will to power， and that human behavior

can be better under＄tood with this in mind． lnstead of worshipping gods

in an alleged b eyond， men should concentrate on his own elevation， which

Nietzsche symbolizes in the “superman．” The superman is the passionate

man who can emp．loy his passions creatively instead of having to extirp ate

them． From'this belief in “creative passion，” Neitzsche criticized

Christianity for its otherworldliness， and found resentment at the heart of

Christian religion-resentment of this world of the body， of sex， of the

 critical intelligence， of everything strong and healthy． One speaks of

Christian love， but according to Neitzsche， the early Christian “loved”

his enemies to make sure that he himself would go to heaven， from where

he hoped to behold the torments of his former enemies血hell． For this

kind of penetrating insight into egoistic motivations of human psychological

behavior， he received lavish tribute from Sigmund Freud， who said of

Neitzsche that his “insights often agree in the most amazing manner with

the laborious results of psychoanalysis，” and that “he had a mQre

Penetrating knowledge of himself than any other man who eVer lived

 or was ever一 likely to live．”

     Thus by establishing the new commandment for man to “be hard”

for the “will to power” Nietzsche succeeded in radically altering the pre一 '

vailing vieW of human nature． He finds man whose life and existence is

under the． control of the power of the law of justification of every cause for

the “good” war．

     Nietzsche is widely associated by interpreters of his thought with

Darwin and evolption， then with the Nazl's， and more recently with the

 protestant theologians． It is no less legitimate to stress his relationship

to Freud o r to such writers as Thomas Mann， Herman Hesse， Rainer，

Maria Rilke， and Andre Gide． No other philosopher since K：ant has工eft

so undeniable an imprint on modern thought as has Friedrich Nietzsche．

Not only in ethics and literature do We find the molding hand of Nietzsche
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at w， ork， invigorating and solidifying； but in pedagogics and in art， in

・politics and religion， the infiuence of his doctrine is to be encountered．

But in so achieving a great success' he had to find it necessary to make his

．obiter dictum that “God is dead” in order to pass his verdict that the

Christian ‘fslave morality” must be repudiated for the strong man's “master

morality．”

    Nietzsche was lavishly extolled by Freqd for his psychology of self-

knoWledge． 一 If Freud finds in Nietzsche's psychology a legitimate relation-

ship to his psychoanalysis， it was largely because both of them were the

children of the same Zeitgeist．

    Freud， for his great work in psychoanalysis， was strongly influenced

by the post-kantian idealistic philosophy， especially that of S chelling．

Freud's early interest was determined by the type of German romanticism

'of the post-Kantian'idealistic， but represented by Schelling's Naturphiloso-

phie． ln his Naturphilosophie， nature is conceived as dominated by

forces， activities， and creations， organized in eternal basic confiicts and in

polarities like good and evil． Reason and the conscious life as represented

by mind， are only the reflection and emanation of this unconscious turmoil

in every aspect of the universe． Moreover， implicit in this view is the

attribute that neither empirical observation nor scientific theory is an

adequate tool for explaining this verity， Whose features are most directly

apprehended by sp eculation in intuition． Thus， through both these views

that of mechanistic science of his profession of medicine and that of the

Natu'jゆhilosophie， Freud conceived the‘‘forces，'at work in nature but

somehow hidden from man． From this concept of the “forces” at worl〈

in nature but hidden' from man， Freud's血ost important co孕tribution to

the knowledge was made possible by his discovering the mental mechanism

at work in the depth of the unconscious mind hidden from man．

    Thus by establishing the theory of the unconscious．mechanisms of

human psyche Freud succeeded in radically altering the prevailing view

of human riature． He finds man whose life and existence is under the

control of the' @power of the law of sexual etiology．

    His brilliant theories， therap eutic techniques， and profound insights

into the submerged areas of the human psyche opened up a whole new
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field of psychological study． But in so achieving a great success， he had

to find it necessary to leave the limitation of the realm of psychobiology to

enter the realm of transcendental metapsychology where he expressed

his conviction that psychological motivation alone， of Wishes and fears，

was adequate to account for ．the existence of religious beliefs，・ Particularly

those in God and immortality， without there being any need to invoke

-the existence of supernatural powes．

    In this Godless way of thinking， Freud had to de-Judanize himself，

as he had to conclude his life and careeir by writing Moses and Monotheism

in which he derived，the characteristic belief of Judais m， not from 'Moses，

but from stimu1us given to that tenet by the revolutionary Egyptian pharaoh

Ilthnaton， the fir＄t person to promulgate it．

    In thus reviewing the philosophical bases of modern ．view of human

nature， it is easy to see that the theories of these foUr great thinkers are

characterized by the features evidently attributable either to naturalism as

opposed to idealism， or to secularism as opposed to clericalism， or to

materialism as opposed to spiritualism， or to this worldliness as opposed to

otherworldliness， or to agnosticism as opposed to belief， or to atheism as

opposed to faith． The common characteristic equally shared by all these

four great modern thinkers in molding their theories as the foundation of

the civilization we live in today is the absence of God in the center of their

view of human nature． lf judged from this fact alone， it is quite justifi-

able to believe that man is' going to have nothing to do with God in his

handling of himself and in his dealing with his fellowmen of his society．

    In coming back to our discussions about the power bf self-fulfilling，

prophecy for・ its bearings upon the formulation of． the philosophies of

these four great thinkers， we are reminded of what professor W． 1． Thomas

had said about self-fulfilling prophecy：

    “If men define situations as real， they are r．eal in their consequences．”

If this Thomas theorem of self-fulfilling prophecy and its implications

were more widely known more men would understand inore of the workings

of our society and its underlying philosophy． Though it lacks the sweep

and precision of a Newtonian Theorem， it possesses the same gift of rele一
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vance， being instructively applicable to many social processes and their

underlying philosophies．

    The suspicion， “if men define situations as real， they are real in their

consequences，” that Professor Thomas， the dean of American sociologists，

was driving at a crucial point becomes all the more insistent when we note

that essentially the same theorem had been repeatedly set forth by such

disciplined and observant minds as those of the four great thinkers long

before Professor Thomas wrote this theorem．

    When we find such otherwise discrepant mirids as the hard-headed

Darwin in his assertion of the survival of the fittest by 1aw ． of natural

selection， the irrascible genius Marn in his revision of Hegel's dialectic

theory of historidal change， the resentfhl Nietzsche血his propagation of

his new commandment to be strong to win， and the seminal Freud in works

which have perhaps gone further than any others of his day toward modify-

ing man's outlook on ・man， we may find the vital role played by the power

of self-fulfilling prophecy．

    The first part of the Thomas theorem， “if man define situations as

real， “provides an unceasing reminder that men respond not only to the

objective features of a situation， but also and at times primarily， to the

meaning their situation has for them． And once they have assigned

some meaning to the situation，・their consequent behavior and some of the

consequences of that behavior are determined by the ascribed meaning．

What is a case in point in the formulation and the subsequent prevalence

of the theories of these four great thinkers？

    Darwin's development of “scientific mind，” is the case in point．

A few weeks before he served on HMS “Beagle” he did not even know what

science was until Rev． Adam Sedwick showed him that if certain fossil

shells of a tropical mollusk had really been found in a certain glacial deposit，

it would overthroW all that was known of geology in England； for science

is a consistent and organized body of knowledge． lt was therefore no

experienced scientist who sailed on the “Beagle” but an undistinguished

candidate for Holy Orders equipped mainly with courage and horse

sense． The man who returned， however， was the “hardest-headed'

bio1ogist of the century． Part of this mental metamorphosis was， as
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explained earlier in this chapter， due to his reading Lyell's PrincipZes of

Geology， and applying them in the field of his expedition to the facts that he

observed． Another fact was his conviction from what he saw that the

account of the creatiOn in the Bible was demonstrably false． So far as

this mental metaporphorsis is concerned， Darwin's mind was “scientific”

because the conclusion came from the facts actually observed． But， at

the same time he was astonsihingly naive in such general matters as method-

ology； ln his day， science was supposed to make prpgress only by

inductive method＄ originated by the founding Father of modern science， s

Francis Bacon． Darwin wrote， “1 worked on true Baconian principles and

without any theory collected facts on a wholesale scale．” This was invali一'

dated by D arwin himself when he wtote to Lyell （June 1， 1860） ： “Without

the making of theories， 1 am・ convinced there would be no observations．”

Thus he recognized that there are nQ such things as purely inductive

observation， for if the observer had not always in his head an idea of what

he was looking for， derived from deduction， he would not observe anything

at all． ． Darwin's method was to spin a hypothesis about anything that

struck his attention， anything that he was predisposed by ideas to see

and then to deduce from it consequenceS that should follow and could be

refuted or verified． This “hyp otheti c-deductive，” method， as Sir Peter

Medawas has ealled it， is exactly what is to be called self-fulfilling pro-

phecy， and this is best illustrated in Darwin's letter to F． W． Hutton （Apri1

20， 1861）： “1 am actually weary of telling people that 1 do not pretend to

adduce direct evidence of one Species changing into another， but 1 believe

that this view is in the main correct， because so many phenomena can

thus be grouped and explained．”
                                   tt

    Darwin's methods were not certainly in keeping with the then

prevalent， authentic， method of induction of science， but this D arwin's

“hypothetic-deductive” method is very interestipg if it is seen by the

light of what is explained earlier in Chapter II about the self-fulfilling

nature of predictions of scientific “fishing ・exp editions” of behavioral

s6ientists， that their “fishing expeditions” do not take place in randomly

selected pools．'

    The p ower of self-fulfilling prophecy is also evident in the formation
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and the subsequent prevalence of the phislosophy of Kar1 Marz．

    In the history of the development of the philosophy of socialism，

Mar'x philosophy stands out ovgrriding all other philosophical theories

of socialism． The unsurpassed strength of Marx，s philosophy i61argely

due to his synthesizing milld． He fused Germah idealistic philosophy

with：British political economy and French socialism， but the real basis of

                                                             ノthe supremacy of his doctrine over all other social theories is to be found

in the power of its convincing predictio ns of the future．

    The term socialism， in its血odern sense，‡nade its first appearance

around 1830 in the writings of such men as Fourier and Saint．Simo耳in

France and Robert Owen in En91and． ：Later， in 1840's， other socialist

doctrines were put fbrth by many others， particularly in France． Louis・

Auguste BianqUi evoIved a radical socialist doctrine based on a democratic

populism．．Etielme Cabe， in his'in且uential utopian work， Voyage en．

Icarie（1840）， carried on the tradition of Thomas More as well as Fourier．

：Louis：Blanc is best klnown for L，0㎎・anixation du Travail（1839）， i茸which

he advocated the establishment of national workshops with capital advanced

by the government． Pierre-Joseph Proudhon is best viewed as one of the

fbunders of the anarchrist tradition． In England， the丘rst half of the

nineteenth century saw the emergence of a．number of writers attacking the

inequities of capitalism and basing their indictrnent of wage laborer』on

radical interpretations of the thinking of an erninent economist， David

Ricardo． Somewhat later， a Christian socialist movement led by ED．

Maurice and Charles Kingsley attempted to coinbine radical economic

views with p olitical conservatism． The radical Chartist Movement of the

1830'sand 1840's is better viewed as a political movement of the Working・

class than as a speci丘cally socialistic formation， though anticapitalist ideas

Played a strong Part in it．

、 In the perspective of ihtellectual history， all of these pre-Marxist

．socialist thinklers produced ideas of considerable intrinsic worth． But

from the view：point of the subsequent development of socialism their idesa

seem to be tributaries feedin9 the mighty stream of the Maxxist movement

that came to dominate the socialist tradition in the last third of the ninetenth

century・
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    The basis of the sqPremacY of Marx over all other．socialist thinkers

is in the fact that while all other socialists'theories are in their essential

nature merely idealistiρ or utopian， his doct血e is based on scienti丘。 analysis

given out as a‘‘prediction'，destined to be fqlfilled in the course of historicaI

development of society．

    Marx like manY other thinkers such as Hegel and Montesquieu，

considered societies as structured wholes；all aspects of a society-its

legal code， its system of education， its art-are related with one another

and with mode of economic production． But he differed from other

thinkers in e］mphasizing that the m！ode of production was， in the last

analysis， the decisive factor in the movement of history． The relations of

production， he held， constitute（1 the foundation upon which is erected the

whole cultural super-structure of society． Marx distingUished this

doctrine， which he called scienti丘。 socialism， from that of his predecessors

whom he labelled mere utopian socialists． He asserted that his teachings

were based on a scienti丘。 analysis of the movement of history and the

workings of contemporary capitalism rather than simply on idealistic

striving for human betterment．'He claimed to have provided not only a

guide to past history but， more． signi且cantly， a scienti丘。 prediction of the

舳ture． ：Because of this convincing power of scientific predictioll of the

future， his major doctrines were enthusiastically accepted by the leaders

of communistic revolutionary movement as the guiding principles

unshakable as the prophecies from above．．

    Marx's most important contribution to sociological theory was this
             

general mode of scientific analysis， the dialectical model， which rega rds

every social system as having within it immanent forces that give rise to

‘‘

モ盾獅狽窒≠р奄モ狽奄盾?， that can only．be resolved by a n¢w social system． History

was shaped by class strUggle；the struggle of・¢ontemporary proletarians

against their capitalist taskmasters would eventuate， says Marx， in a socialist

society in which associated producers would mold their collective destinies

co-operatively， free from economic and social constraints． The class

struggle would thus corne to an end． This is the strong prediction by

convincing brand of politico-economic determinism． Neo-Marxists， with

a11 the variants of Marxism in the Soviet Union or in communist China，
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who no longer accept the economic reasoning in Das Kapital are stiil

guided by this strong power of the “scientific” prediction for determinism

in their approach to capitalist society．

     In this sense， Maxx's mode of predicting （prophetical） analysis， lil〈e

those of Thomas Malthus， Herbert Spencer， or Vilfredo Pareto， has

become one of the theoretical structures that are the heritage of the social

scientist． But it must be pointed out that Marx's prdicting mode of

thought has， however， been opposed by such empirically minded philo-

sophers as Bertrand Russell， John Dewey， and Karl Popper． We feel

urged to ask if Marx's prediction of the future is really as valid and convinc-

ing as the law of science． ． '

    In his Das Kapital or The Commanist Manifesto， Marx never claimed

to have discovered the existence of classes and class struggles in modern

society． “Bourgeois” historians， he acknowledged， had dealt with them

long before he had． He did claim， however， to have' 垂窒盾魔??that each

phase in the development of production was assiciated with a correspond-

ing class structure and that the struggle of classes led necessarily to the

dictatorship of the proletariat， ushering in the advent of a classless society．

It is diMcult to see how he could have regarded the few paragraphs he had

written on these themes as constituting proof by any scientific standard．

    The most memorable pages in Das KapitaZ are the descriptive passages，

culled from Parliamentary Blue Books， on the misery of the English working

class． Marx prophecied that this misery would end when， from its own

immanent contradictions， “The knell of capitalist private property soUnd．

The expropriators ， are expropriated．” And his The Communist Manzfecto

closed with the words of strong predicting assurances， “The proletarians

have nothing to lose but their chains． They have a world to win． Work-

ingmen of all countries， unite．”

    “lf men define situations as real， they are real in their consequences．”

This Thomas theorem of self-fulfilling prophecy provides a reminder

that me，n respond not only to the objective features of a situation一一一 “the

misery of the English working class，”一but also， 'and at times primarily to

the meaning that this situation has for them一“this misery would sutely

come to an．end when capitlism comes to its ‘destined' （prophesied） end．”
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And once they have 'assigned sorr e meaning to the situation， their con-

scquent behavior and some of the consequences of that behavior一一一“working

men一 of all countries， unite．” as they “have nothing to lose but their chains．

'They have a world to win”一are deteLtrrnined by the a＄cribed meaning．

    Thus the working of self-fulfilling prophecy is observed in the great

contribution to the modification of man's outlook on man achieved by the

great Jewish genius in Karl Marx． But a no less singificant contribution

was achieved by another Jewish genius in Sigmu'nd Freud．

    The idea of fulfillirtent of a hidden wish is the key to the cardina！

theory of Freud's Das Unbewusste （the unconsciouS）． On this idea is founded

his whole system of philosophy of human nature． lt is best'shown in what

is considered to be his magnum opus， The lnterPretation of Dreams．

This deals not only with the puzzling problems of dream life， which had

baffled・all previbus investigators， and the complex mechanisms at work

in the manu facture of dreams， but also with the structure'and mode of

functioning of the deeper layers of the mind， the unconscious． He

believed that unconscious impluses were respopsible fof dreams． The

real meaning of the dream， called its・ “latent content，” is not directly

expressed， but is instead dramatized in disguised form， the remembered

aspects of the dream being its “manifest content．” The'construction of

the dream， the so-called dream work， cdnsists in the repres6ntation of the

impulse-provoked ideas in acceptable form， commonly in the form of

visual imagery． The manifest content often picks up materials that were

in the thoughts of the previous day， and combines these with thoughts

and emotions from the p ast． The main mechanisms are condensation，

displacement， and symbolization． Condensation refers to the combining

of ideas into more． abbreviated form， so that a single word or figure may

have multiple meanings within the dream： displacement permits one

thing to stand for another； symbolization is the more general 一term for

representing ideas or events by something else． Since tb Freud， much

of the impulsive life centers around sexual wishes （i．e； his libido theory）

the representation of the male organ by a snake or other long object 1's to

be expected； the female is more often represented by some kind of con-

tainer． Why，・according to Freud， was all thiS strange disguise necessary？
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His reply was that by using these disguises the dream became the guardian

of sleep；it got rid of the unfulfilled i血pluses， which might otherwise

distrub the sleep， without bringing so strongly to the attention of the sleeper

as to disturb him． lf the raw meaning of the dream werc open to・the

dreamer， his impulses would often be found to be of a kind that he would

not find tolerable． There is no doubt that the impulsive day remnants are

the actual disturbers of sleep， and not the drearr． i， which， on the contrary，

strives to guard sleep． '
    Freud has found that the dream represents a wish as fulfilled． ． He

believed thdt the function of the dream was the gratification of some

hidden drive． That is to say， in my term， the working of the principle of

self-fulfilling prophecy． lndeed， the idea of wish-fulfillment is so funda-

mental with Freud that it is not at all an exaggeration to say that the whole

systeni of his theory about human psyche is founded on this basic idea．

    What is ．most prominent of Freud's theory of dreams is his ． originality

，in attributing the source of・this dre am to the hidden， unfulfilled wishes

stored in the deep layers of the mind， the unconscious． ． Freud， in explain-

ing his original thinking about the nature of dreams， says that he is induced

to separate the dreams into ，two grouPs． Some dreams are plaiply wi．sh-

fulfillment； and-other in which wish-fulfillment cannot be recognised and

are frequcntly concealed by every available means． The undisguised wish

derams are chiefly found in children， yet fl eeting open-hearted wish dreams

seem （he purposely emphasizes word-seem） to occur also in adults．

Freud explains this type of fleeting wiSh dreamsl by showing an example．

'A somewhat sarcastic young lady， whose younger friend has become engaged

to be married， is asked throughoUt the day by her acquaintances whether

she knows and what she thinks of the fiance． She answers wit h unqualified

praise， thereby sLl．encing her own judgment， as she would prefer tO tell

the truth， namely， that he is a ordinary person （Dutzendmensch， which

means a man of dozen， denotes a person with whom figures are everything）．

The following night she dreams that the same question is put to her， and

that she replies with the formula： “In case of subsequent orders， it wi11

suffice to mention the numbers．” Then， Freud explains that ． he has

learned from numerous analyses that wish in all dreams that have been
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subj ect to distortionl like this example of the sarcastic lady， has been derived

from the unconscious， and has been Unable to c6me to perception in the

waking state．

    From this he goes on to say that in general， uhfulfilled wishes of the

day are insufficient to pro duce a dream in adults． He readily admits that

wish instigators Originating in conscious life contribute toward the incite-

ment of dreams， but that is all． The dream would not originate if the

preconscious wish were not reinforced from another source． That source

is the unconscious． He explains with strongest emphasis that・ conscious

wish is a dream inciter only if succeeds in arousing a similar unconseious

wish which reinforces it．' Following the suggestions obtained through

the psychoanalysis of，the neuroses， he believes that unconscious wishes are

always active and ready for expression whenever they find an opportunity

to unite themselves with an emotion from conscious life．

    It may seem that the conscious wish alone has been realized in a dream；

but a slight peculairity in the formation of his dream will put us on the

track of the powerful helper from the uncons'cious． These'ever active and，

as it were， immortal wishes from the unconscious recall the legendary

Titans who from time inunemorial have borne the ponderous mountains

which were once rolled upon them by the Victorious gods， and which even

now quiver from time ，to time from the convulsions of their mighty limbs．

Freud says， in empahsizing this important point of view of the unconscious，

that properly speaking， the unconscious is the real psyche， its inner nature

is just as unlmown to us as the reality of the exterrial world， and it is just as

imperfectly reported to us through the 'data of consciousness as is the

external world through the indications of our sensory organs． And then，

from this metaphorical explanation by the stgry of the Titans， he goes on

to the definition of the paramount importance of his theory that the wish

manifested in the dream is an infantile one． Freud says we learn from

analysis of dreams that the wish itself， which has given rise to the dream，

'and whose fulfillment the dream turns out to b e， has originated in child-

hood-until one is astonished to find that the child with all its impulses

lives on in the dream．・

    If FreUd's great contribution to modern civilization is due to his
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discovery of the dream as the fulfillment of the wish origipating in child-

hood stored in the deep layers pf the unconscious mind， it is， indeed， the

rnatter of great significance that his great contribution has been achieved

by the great opwer of his self-fulfilling prophecy．

    FreUd's greatest wish in his 6hildhood was to become a great man．

As for the circumstances for the origin of this wish， let us turn to his own

description ：

Here， 1 remember a story which 1 heard often in my childhood that at my

birth an old peasant's wife had prophesied to my happy mother （1 was her

first-born） that she had given the world a great man． Such prophecies must

occur very frequently； there are so many mothers happy in expectation， and

so many old peasant wives whose infiuence on earth has waned， and who

have therefore turned their eyes towards the future． The prophetess was

not likeiy to suffer for it either． Might my hunger for greatness have
originated from thiS sourc6？

By the time he was grad． uating from the Colege ofMedicine at the University

of Vienna， his hunger for the greatness was directed to be appointed a

professor of medicine at the University． But he was never able to get

the appoin伽ent to the chair of professorship simply because of the prej-

udiced policy of．the University against止e Jew． Under such unhapPy

situations， his hunger fbr greatness drove hi血to the devoted study of

psychiatry and psychology with the results of which the greatness is known

to every man who lives in the civilization of toqay． ' ，

    The far-reaching psychological iptensity of his desire to fulfi11 his

self-prophisied goal for greatness to be a professor under such a strong

anti-Semite prejudi．ce is shown in the case of his analysis of his own dream：

    IV． The following dream gives an example of really base egotistical

feelings， which are concealed behind affectionate concern：
    My friend Otto looks ill， his face is brown and his eyes bulge．

    Otto is my family physician， to whom 1 owe a debt greater than 1 can

ever hope to repay， since he has guarded the health of my children for

years． He has treated them successfully when they were taken sick， and
besides that he has given them presents on all occasions which gave him

any excuse for doing so． He came for a visit on the day of the dream， and

my wife noticed that he looked tired and exhausted． Then comes my
dream at night， and attributes ・to him a few of the symptoms of Basedow's

disease． Any o．ne distegarding my rules for dream interpretation would
understand this dream to mean that 1 am concerned about the health of

my friend， and that this concern is realised in the dream． lt would thus

be a contradiction not only of the aSsertion that the dream is a wish一
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fulfillment， but also of the assertion that it is accessible only to egotistic

impulses． But let the person who interpretS the dream in this manner

cxplain to me why 1 fear' that Otto has Basedow's disease， for which

diagnosis his appearance does not give the slightest justification？ As

opposed to this， my analysis furnishes the following material， taken from

an occurrence which happened six years ago． A small party of us，

including Professor R．， were driving in profound darkness through the
forest of N．， which is several'hours distant from our country home． The．

coachman， who was not quite sober， threw us and the wagon down a bank，

and it was only by a lucky accident that we all'escaped unhurt． But we

were forced to spend the night at the nearest inn， where the news of our

accident awakened great sympathy． A gentleman， who showed unmistak-
able signs of the morbus Basedowii-nothing but a brownish colour of

the skin of the face and bulging eyes， no goitre-placed himself entirely at

our disposal and asked what he could do for us． Profe＄sor R． answered

in his decided way： “Nothing but lend me a night-shirt．” Whereupon

our generous friend replied： “1 am sorry but 1 cannot do that，” and

wept away．
    In continuing the analysis， it occurs to me that Basedow is the name

not only of a physician， but also of a famous educator． （Now that 1 am
awake 1 do not feel quite sure of this fact．） My friend Otto is the pers6n

whom 1 have asked to take charge of the physical education of my children

-especially during the age of puberty （hence the night-shirt）一in case

anything should happen to me． By seeing Otto in the dream with the

morbid sympoms of our above一一mentioned generous benefactor， 1 ap-
parently mean to say， “lf anything happens to me， just as little is to be

expected for my children from him as was to be expected then from Baron

L．， in spite of his well-meaning offers．” The egotistical turn 6f this

dream ought now to be clear．

    But where is the wish-fulfilment to be found？ lt is not in the

vengeance secured upon my friend Otto， whose fate it seems to be to
receive ill-treatment in my dreams， but in the following circumstances：

In rePresenting Otto．in the drea血a＄Baron L， I have at the sam¢time

identified myself with some one else， that is to say， with Professor R．，

for 1 have asked something of Otto， just as R． asked something of Baron

L． at the time of the occurrence which has been mentioned． And that is

the point． For Professor R． has pursued his way independently outside

the schools， somewhat as 1 have done， and has only in later years received

the title which he earned long ago． 1 am therefore again wishing 'to be

a professor！ The very phrase “in later years” is the fulfilment of wish，

for it signifies that 1 shall live long enough to pilo，t my boy through

the age of puberty myself．

    1 identified my ftiend Otto with a．certain Baron L． and myself

with a Professor'R． There was only one explanation for my being impelled

to select just this substitutibn for the day thought． I must have always

been prepared' in the Unc． to identify myself with Professor R．' C as it'

meant the realisation of one ' 盾?the immortal infantile wishes， viz． that

Qf becoming great．

Freud admits that his desire to be called professof is too strong and he

even thinks・it is a “morbid ambition．” About this dream he'says， “1
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・do not know how others， who think they know' me， would judge me， for

perhaps 1 have really been ambitions．” But he realized that his ambition

never was to be realized because of the university policy reflecting the

．general anti-Semitic feelings in Austria of his day． “But，” he says， “if

this be true， my ambition has long ． since transferred itself to other sub-

jects， than the title and rank of professor．”

     The other object of his desire for the “greatness” was to become a

“minister．of education” so that he can do something against this unfair

treatment against the Jews． This great desire to be a minister was also

the result of the prophecy inpressed upon him in the later years of his

childhood．

    But here 1'recollect 'an impression from the later years of my

childhood， which would serve still better as an explanation． lt was of

an evening at an inn on the Prater， where my parents were'accustomed to

take me when 1 was eleven or twelve years old． We noticed a man who
went from table to table and improvised verses upon any subject that

was given to him． 1 wqs sent to bring the' 垂盾??to our table and he

showed himself thanltful fdr the message． Before asking for his subj ect

he threw off a few rhymes about me， and declared it probable，if he could

trust his ihspiration， that 1 would one day become a “minister．” 1 can

still distinctly remember the impression made by this second prophecy．

It was at the time of the election for the muniCipal ministry； my father

had recently brought' home pictures of those elected to the ministry-

Herbst， Giskra' C Unger， Berger， and others-and we had illuminated them

in．honour of these gentlemen． There were even some Jews among them；
every industrious Jewish schoolboy therefore had the making of a minis-

ter in him． Even the fact that until shortly before my enrolment in the

University 1 wanted to study jurisprudence， and changed my plans only
at the last moment， must be connected with the impressiohs一 of that time．

A minister's．carcer is under no circumstances open to a medical man．

1' ?order．to reinforce the point of his theory that although the wish whieh

actuates the dream is a present one， it nevertheles＄ draws great intensi一一

fication from childhood memories， Freud refers to a series of dreams which

are based upon his longing to go to Rome． But this strohg longing is also

closely connceed with the prophe'cy he made to himself when he was

confronted with an unhappy situation when he was a young child．

    And now for・the first time 1 happen upon the youthful experience

which， even to-dayS still manifests its power in all these emotions and

dreams． 1 may have been ten or twelve years old when my father began

to take me with him on his walks， 'and to reveal to me his views about
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    the things of this world in his conversation． In this way he once told

    me， in order to show into how much better times I had been born than he，

    the fol正owing：“While I was a young man，1 was walking one Saturday on

    astreet in the village where you were born；Iwas handsQme1Y dressed and

    wore a new fur cap． Along comes a Christian， who knocks my cap into

    the mud with one blow and shouts：‘‘Jew， get off the sidewalk．，'．‘‘And

    what did．you do？” ‘‘I went into the street and picked up the cap，”was

    the calm answer． That did not se6m heroic on the part of the big strong

    man， who was ieading lne， a little fe110w， by the hand． I colltrasted this

    situation， which did not please rne， with another more in harmony with

    my feelings-the scene in which Hannibal，s father， Hamilcar Barka made

    his boy swear at the domestic altar to take vengeance on the Rornans．

    Since that time Hannibal has had a place in my phantasies．

Ye‡he refused， like his hero Hanniba1， to be bound by the fetters of hostile

society． Rising above prejudice， he was able to expend his energy血an

explanation into a bold， hitherto undiscovered field， to the benefit of his

tormentors and all makind． Thus：Freud proved not only by the theories

he established but mofe significantly by his life itself that dreams are not

mere bubbles but the gracious fu1丘11ers of wishes． With a strong tone of

a任irmation， Freud concludes Chapter III of his The． Interpretation qブ

Dreams with the following remark：

    ‘‘Ishould nev6r have fancied that in the wildest dream”；exclaims one

    who丘nds his expectations surpassed in reality．

    We have thus far studied the p ower of self・・fulfilling prOphecy working

in the fbrmulation of Freud's philosophy from the quantitative view of

its power，． but it remains yet to study it f士om the qualitative view of

 

1ts power。

    Freuds，s concept of infantile origin of the content of the unconscious，

such as his famous theory of Oedipus complex of child， is another reflection

of the dominant thought of his age；the theory of evolution． But this

evolutionary outlook of the content of human psyche as the growth of

infantile．origin is．particularly significant because‘Freud held that the

course of the development of the human mind is the evolutional fulfillment

of the wishes impressed early in the childhood． In other word，1ife is

destined to be the course of the fulfillment of the predictions impressed

whiIe in the childhood．

    This idea of‘‘destined'， course of fulfillment is so important that it「

provoked the critica1 remark from O． Hobart Mower who said．that，“Calvin
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saddled us with the do ctrine of predestination and divine election； and

 Freud spoke of psybhic determinism and the tyrany of the unconscious-

psychoanalysis goes protestant theology one better and makes us not

only'unable to helP ourselves in the matter of ‘recovery' but also blameless

 and unaccountable for having gotten ourselves into our neurotic predica-

ment in the first place．”

     This characteristic concept of “predestined” outcome of the growth

of human psyche brings him in flat contradiction with his exclamation

for “his expectatio'ns surpassed in reality，” or， at least， brings him

in the shortcoming of the belief in the power of self-fu脆11ing prophecy．

     Thus， anyone attempting to clarify the connection between Freud's

personal life and psychology of the wish dream will notice this discrepancy

or contradiction． This is most evident in what he says about religion．

     Sigtnund Freud， the scientist who also happened to be a Jew， con-

sciously treated religion as an illusion even though he paid a great deal of

attention to it． To Askar Pfister， his protestant clergyman friend and

follower， he wrote with inimitable pungency， “How comes it that not

one of the Godly ever devised psychoanalysis， and that one had to wait

for a Godless Jew？” ln a humorous vein of self-evalution and understate一

' ment， Freud called himself “an unrepentant atheist，” but his ．“atheistic”

theory has deeply implicated religious， thought wirh his commandment of a

new morality： “Thou shalt not be afraid． of thy hidden impulses．”

“Religion is an attempt to get control over the sensory world， in which we

are placed by means of the wish-world， which we have developed within

as a result of biological and psychological necessities． But it cannot

achieve its end． lts doctrines carry with them the stamp of the times

in which they originated， the ignorant childhood days of the human race．”

     In The Future of an lllusion， Freud made h is strong attack on religion．

The characteristic of an illusion is that it is' @derived from a person's wishes．

As an example he cited the illusion of a poor girl who dreamed that a prince

would come and carry her away to his luxurious palace．

     What he accomplished in the realm of religion is altogether arr！bivalent

in its meaning， and is hard to ascertain and assess． His basic attitude to

religion， however， can be made coherent only if it is observed fropa the
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standpoint of Freud's organic view of ev61utionary development of human

mind as the course of fulfi皿ment of the wishes originating from the early

childhood． This is best shown in his Moses and Monotheism． Freud

wrote it as a reaction to his experience of the force of anti-semitism． lt is

Freud's deathbed confession． ln it are engraved the secret hieroglyphics

of the total Freud．
   ，

    Freud's aim was to de-Judanize the greatest Je，w in history． He

said that Moses was an Egyptian， not a Jew． The derivation of this． name

was Egyptian （Mose， “child”） contrary to the text of the Hebrew Mashah

（to draw from the water）． Moses was slow of speech “not because he

had a speech impediment but becauSe he spoke Egyptian and needed an

interpreter．” According to Freud， Moses introduced circumcision， a

specifically Egyptian rite， to the lsraelites as the substitute for castration

and as a ritualistic symbol of son's subjection to his father． Thus the

thesis proposed by Freud was that the Jews were not God's chosen people

but rather the chosen people of Moses．

    Still another proposition of Freud is that the Egyptian leader was

killed by the Jews who acted out again the killing of the primal father

portrayed in his Totem and Taboo． Because of a lasting unconscious sense

of guilt， the Jews became monotheistic attempting to repent for their

crime against the ancient father by magnifying him above all else． Freud

suggested that the belief in a messiah originated in the wish that the

murdered Father-Moses would return． Mosaic religion had been a

Father religion． ・ Christianity became a Son religion． The old God，

the Father， took second place． Christ， the Son， stood in His place， just as

in those dark times every son had longed tQ do．

    In his essay A Philosophy of Lzfe， he 'maintained that in relation to

the external wor' 撃пC man is still a child and cannot give up the protection

he enjoyed as a child． Men's belief in God has a twofold origin in the

emotional strength of the memory image of the father exalted into a deity

and his lasting need for protection． People are after a11 nothing but

children； they believe their parents more than' ≠獅凾b盾р?else． lf one takes

a parental attitude， it is all to the good．

    With all this morbid preoccupation with the past in the childhood
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of man， it is quite natural and inevitable for Freud to come to conclude

his greatest work， The lnterpretdtion of Dreams， with the following words．

    And how about the value of the dream for a knowledge qf the

future？ That， of course， we cannot consider． One feels inclined to
substitute： “for a knowledge of the past．” For the・ dream originates frdm

the past in every sense． To be sure the ancient belief that the dream

reveals'the future is not entirely devoid of truth． By representing to us

a wish as fulfilled the dream certainly leads us into the future； but this

future， taken by the dreamer as present， has been formed into the
likeness of that past by the indestructible wish．

    His concluding prophecy that man，s future is destined to be fbrmed

by the indestructible wish of the past is certainly characteristic of his

theme of determinism showing that many apparently accidental and．

meaningless acts， and．many ascribed simply to ‘‘free will，， are

motivated by hidden and conflicting wishes unrecogllized by the subject．

But if man allows himself to be deprived of his‘‘free wi11'， he is destined

to face his destiny with pessimistic outlook． Freud says Heaven is but a

form of wish fu1丘11ment． We believe in its existence because without such

abelief， Iife on this earth would be altogether too bleak． Similarly God，

the Father， is a pr（）jection of our own male parent．． With this emphasis

on hurnan wish， Freud's system is undoubted：1y a predominantly liberal

philosophy， but it is a liberalisln with sheer egoism for its essence， with

no hope in true salvation of humanity． Freuds'mistake is in his attempt

to create his psychic-father by means of unification of earthly father with

heavenly one． The equalization of fathers．on earth and in heaven is never

successfu1． What was needed for Freud was not the equalization of

fathers on earth and in heaven but the bomplete shift from the hurnan to

the divine in his attempt to save man from suffe血g from discrepancy frorn

expectancy of his unconscious psychic mechanism ever working for the

fulfillment of his cosmic， inborn， wishes stored in the depth of man's mind．

The power of self-fulfillipg prophecy works but in nega㌻ive way when the

prophet does not see his God in the center of his outlook gn man and his

  の
unlverse．
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v

    The motivational p ower of self-fulfilling prophecy as an concept

cannot remain out of the tradition of Western philosophy where the ideal is

sought in the harmonious unity of otherworldliness and thisworldliness．

This ideal unity is best represented in Christianity with its assertion of

primacy of the individual supported by its self-abnegatory idealism， as

best exempli丘ed in the unification of the‘‘1ight of仕Le world，，（assertion）

with‘‘the salt of the earth，，，（sacrifice）． Self-fu1丘11ing prophecy is destined

to go lame if it waiks only on one foot of the power of motivation for earthly

gain． lt-needs to・rely on another supporting foot of the power of love

from ab ove． Whether it has to walk limping in the negati．ve way or walk

with a light step in the positive way， it is all up to man himself in his

freedom of choice．

    In the preceding studies of the history of the development of the

theory of self-fulfilling prophecy， it is found that the theory i s characterized，

by the results of the combined research by sociologists and psychologists，

as one in which man seeks prophecy fulfillment because he is subject to the

painful state of mind to be caused by what psychology specifically terms as

“cognition dis．sonance，” when his fundamental need for his minimum

predictability of his world is disturbed． When man's “natural” expectancY

for the “natural “course of the thing or event is thwarted， as in the case，

for example， of a sudden loss of his beloved child， he feels everything is

all wrong with his world． Man's faith is often distrubed， or lost， as in the

example of the story of Job， when he i s confronted with shatteri ng ex-

periences of either natural or social causes which desParingly contradict

man's concept of God as the one who has created and is sustaining the

order of the universe in his all-mighty and all-loving power． Man feels

all creation trayails and groans when he sees God's acts not “geometrized．”

Here lies the greatest stumbling block of theodi cy-jsutification of God's

way to deal with man， or a vindication of the justice of God in permitting

evil to exist． This knotty problem of discrepancy from expectancy is the

central kernal of “dissonance theory” in whole system of theology．
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    In view of the conceptual nature of seIf-fu1創ling proph¢cy as the

derivative mainly frorn the de且nition of the theory of congnition diss6nance

as a notion that a person will try to justify a commitment to the extent

that there is inform！ation discrepant with that commitment， and that

co㎜itment is a unique aspect of dissonance theory， it mlght be valuable

                            ロto Iook at the self-fulfilling prophecy from the point of view of its applica-

bility to this classical problem of theodicy in a hope at least to throw some

new lignt to see in a new perspective the di缶culties in：herent to this theolog-

ical problem．                              ，

    It will be recalled from the preceding discussions that man，s innate

                                              ヒ
motivation for his desire for prophecy fu1且11ment is his need for unity in

h釦mself which is to be gained ，by the avoidance or reduction of dissonance卜

fbrmulation， and that bias is needed for man to make up for the dis6repancy

firo血expectancy． 』For that reason of its need fbr rnan， bias五s a decQption，

aconscious escape from or forced denial of object量ve truth or reality． It

will be recalled furthermore that bias itself is not either good or bad from

ethica1▽iewpoint． It is all up to man ih his way to co耳trol it that it works

either fbr positive（good）or negative（bad）effect．

    For a man， in his sinful nature of egoism， expectancy works as a bias

or deception for his egoistic purpose to keep his sociological or psychological

existence in unity． For a Satan， in his且endish nature of destruction，

expectancy works as a hatred fbr h三s devilish purpose to destroy whatever

he丘nds angelic in its work of love． In contrast to sinful mLan in his need

of bias and to fiendish Satan in his work 6f hatred， God only gives us

perfectly good expectancy of love．

    In Apostle's tripod words to the Corinthians-faith， hope， and love-

God，s act of self-fu1丘lling prophecy is perfectly realized． Hope， that is

positive expectancy， is no longer a bias nor a deception because it is sup-

ported， on one hand， by the faith in God's way to deal with man， and， on

the other， by the power of love qf God to fulfill his prophecy to save man．

Hope， as it is used．in the ApoStle，s word， is entirely di fferent frorn the

expectancy fo man． in his bias for his egoistic purpose， or from that of

Satan in his hatred for his destructive work． Divinity， humanity， and

satanity can thus be clearly ma；ked out by these three different kind of the
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'natur'e of expectancy of love， bias， and hatred．

    Salvation from sin一一一一from deceptive bias or from destructive hatred-

is ready at hand for man because there is a fountain filled with blood

dfawn from lmmanuel's veins． Sinners， plunged beneath that'fiood， lose

all their guilty stains． He can no longer stay in sinfully motivated ex-

pectancy for selffish bias or destructive haterd． He realizes that his

savior loves him and that his expectation to him is to love God and his

fellow men． He can no longer react to God's expectancy in any way， but

to fulfi11 it， because he is so motivated from within himself by the assurance

of God's love for him， shown not only by his word， but his lifeblood shed

for his ransom in the qgony of the crucifixion． He can sin no more a；id

'he will sing his savior's power in a nobler， sweeter song． “The Weakest

Thing，” a poem by Elizabeth Barrett Browing， is one of the examples of

this kind of nobler and sweeter song．

Yea， once， lmmanuels orphaned cry his
   universe hath shaken

It went up single， echoless． “My God， 1 am forsaken！”

It went up form the且01y，s lips amid his 1ost creation，

That， of the lost， no son should use those words of desolation！

Milton's Paradise Lost is perhaps the grandest cry to sing this noble and

sweet theme， and Steinbeck's East of Eden is the reflection of this grand

cry in oUr modern tjme． ln his．gratefu1 reaction to his ransomed salvation，

and in his freedom of．choice between faith and doubt， man realizes the

divine power of self-fulfilling prophecy of God's way to deal with man

despite the fact that in his human eyes he seems standing amind his lost

creation with its marty attendant evils unaccountable from his human

viewpoint． Thus his belief is driven home to the realization that if man

・t・pr b・1i・ving， h・・st・P・．1iv血9・nd th・t m・n'・lif・ it・elf i・G・d'・・elf-

fulflling prophecy． ln this ・view of the divine idea of self-fulfilling

prbphecy as a new light to be thrown to see the central problem of

theodicy in a new perspective， it may be justined， to say that it is． the

power df God's self-fqlfilling prophecy that it makes possible for man

to keep his convenant relationship with God for the ultimate fulfillment

of God's prophecies for man's final victory over Satan with the second
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coming of Christ． ・    So long as he stays in the realm of sociology or psychology ont he

human level， man knows only twd types of love， eros type love （such as

ego一一satisfying love of sexes） and agape type love （such as ego-sacrificing

love of parent for his own child）． Only when he comes to the realm of

religion where the shift from the human to the divine is achieved， he

comes to knbw the highest type of love， caritas， love toward God， the

basis of wider and higher love for his fellow mankind'． ln the same way，

so long as man stays in the realm of sociology and psychology on the

human level， self-fulfilling prophecy works on bias functioning as decep-

tion， with its 1imited power to motivate man only on a dyadic basis in his

relationship with others， not strong enough to motivate him on the monadic

basis in his relationship with himself． Only when he comes to the realm

of religion where the shift is achieved from the human to the divine，

self-fulfilling prbphecy operates on expectancy of true hope supported

by the two wings of faith and love， extending its ．power to motivate him

from within himself in．his relationship with his own inner self， his soul．

When self-fulfilling prophecy is seen from this view of Christian ideal of

faith， hope， and love， it can be fully understood that man can be saved，

as， Martin，Luther put it， not by his work but solely by his faith alone．

Christian faith is no bias， let alone deception． lt is man's reaction to God's

expectancy． ' lan's reaction' to God's loving expectancy generates a

power in man to hct for work． This is the motivation from God． Divinely

motivated man performs action achieving wonderous works， but the work

is the result of the motivation coming from his sense of assurance of his

salvation， that is from his faith in God's way to deal with man．

    The law of expectancy （hope） so long as it stays on the human level

works as bias or deception and more often than not it works for the negative

（bad） effects． But once it starts operating on the divine level， the law of

expectancy transcends its human elements of bias and deception-and

becomes the agent of the holy spirit motivating man from his soul．

    This shift of the law'of expectancy from the human to the divine is

the central theme all through the pages of the Bible． Begi nning with

the story of Adam and Eve in “Genesis” in which the interaction of
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deception among satanity， humanity， and divinity is held as the prereq-

uisite for the coming of Jerusalem for the elected people of the children

of Israel， and ending in the mystical vision of prophecy in “Revelation，”

in which， j ust as in the beginning story of Adam and Eve， the interaction

of deception among satanity， humanity， and divjnity is held as prerequisite

for the coming of New Jerusalem； the Bible， by thus maintaining coherency

in its ce．ntral thenie of the shift of the expectancy tells the storieS of prophecy

fuhillment that “the spirit of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy” and that Jesus

did not “come to destroy the law or the prophets：”： but came “to fuhi11．”

In this view of motivational potency of self-fulling prophecy as God's

way to deal with mari， the following episode reported in the Reader's

Digest， February， 1969， will throw more light to see， the significance with

regard to the scriptural truth of the power of self-fulfilling prophecy．

        Almosガeveryone who has．fbund h加self in life has someone of
    whom he can say， “1 can do it if you think I can．” The truth of this

    assert'ion was demonstrated 50 years ago at Johns Hopkins University．

    A young sociology profe＄sor sent his class out to a Baltimore slum to

    interview 200 boys and predict their chances for the future． The
    students， shocked by slum conditions， predicted that about 90 percent of

    the boys they interviewed would someday serve time in prison．
        Twenty・一five years 'later， the same professor assigned another class to

    find out how the predictions had turned out． Of 180 of the original boys

    located， only four had ever been to jail．

        Why had the predictions been so wrong？ More than 100 of the men

    remembered one high-school teacher， a Miss O'Rourke， as having been an '

    inspiration in their lives． After a long search， Shiela O'Rourke， now more

    than 70 years old， was 一found． But when asked to explain her influence

    over her former students， she was puzzled． ‘・‘All 1 can say，” she finally

    decided， “is that 1 loved 'every one of them．

        Miss O'Rourke had discovered the power of the greatest self-fulfilling

    prophecy of all．
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